Abstract Synchronous output of one beam line's two megawatt hot cathode bucket ion sources is required when Neutral Beam Injector (NBI) works on the Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak (EAST). Neutral Beam Injector Control System (NBICS) realizes synchronous output and asynchronous output of two ion sources with network communication and hardware triggers. And the synchronous time can be set by operator. In synchronous mode, two megawatt hot cathode bucket ion sources can produce neutral beams at any relative time with higher energy than two sources' asynchronous output. Two megawatt hot cathode bucket ion sources' synchronous output makes an important contribution to NBI system of 4-8 MW with 10-100 s pulse length and provides more and better parameters for EAST physical experiments.
Introduction
Neutral beam injection system with two neutral beam injections will be constructed on the EAST in two stages for high power auxiliary plasma heating and noninductive current drive. Each NBI can deliver 2-4 MW beam power with 50-80 keV beam energy in 10-100 s pulse length [1] . One neutral beam injector consists of two megawatt hot cathode bucket ion sources, arc power supply, filament power supply, high voltage supply, vacuum system, water system, cryogenic system, diagnostic system and control system [2] . NBICS controls the asynchronous and synchronous output of two megawatt hot cathode bucket ion sources. It has four levels as shown in Fig. 1 : remote monitoring level, main control level, site measurement level and video monitoring level [3, 4] . Main Control Console (MCC) sends synchronous mode or asynchronous mode to Main Control Server (MCS), then MCS sends configuration to the Main Timing System (MTS) according to the mode, the synchronous time and the origin times of neutral beam of two ion sources, and then MTS sends trigger signals to main timing system and minor timing system. In the asynchronous mode, two ion sources work independently. But in the synchronous mode, they work together and the total energy is equal to the sum of two ion sources' energy. So two megawatt hot cathode bucket ion sources' synchronous output provides higher energy for EAST physical experiments than two ion sources' asynchronous output. Timing system controls the input/output services of ion source's digital and analog signals. One ion source has one timing system, and we define a main timing system and a minor timing system for two megawatt hot cathode bucket ion sources of one beam line. Synchronous output of two ion sources is defined by the relative time of two sources' neutral beams. Its working and data flow chart is shown in Fig. 2 . And it should be furnished with the following specific functions:
a. The relative time and synchronous mode can be set by operator through MCC terminal of main timing system. And the relative time can be positive or negative. If relative time is positive, minor timing system's output time is later than main timing system. If relative time is negative, minor timing system's output time is earlier than main timing system. b. MCS receives synchronous mode, calculates the output times of main timing system and minor timing system according to the received relative time, and then sends configurations to timing systems.
c. MTS sends triggers to main timing system and minor timing system, and realizes synchronous output of two megawatt hot cathode bucket ion sources.
d. MCS sends synchronous time to Main Data Server (MDS) and Data Acquisition System (DAQ). DAQ application software processes data and uploads LZO (Lempel-Ziv-Oberhumer) files to MDS. After one shot, operator can check the two sources' neutral beams through NBWave software whose data are saved in MDS.
Implementation

Implementation of MCC application software
MCC is developed to work as human-machine interface between the NBICS and the physical operator. It can meet the requirements of visual control of NBICS by providing a user graphic interface [5] . The MCC software runs on a Windows system and uses C++ language code while using client/server (C/S) mode. For the security of network communication, MCC takes steps of registering to MCS as one of its clients when the terminal starts and applying for logout when it exits [6] . After the operator changes the synchronous mode and relative time, and clicks the GetReady button, MCC sends synchronous mode to MCS with the unified data structure shown in Fig. 3 . The part of NBI TcpHeader information occupies 60 bytes, which contains information that is necessary to a reliable and effective communication between equipments of NBICS. CRC is the check value (or data verification), the value of it is based on custom cyclic redundancy check algorithm. CRC can verify the legality of the custom data and find wrong data due to network failure. When MCC sends synchronous mode to MCS, the custom data consist of beam number, synchronous mode, relative time and synchronous triggers.
Implementation of MCS application software
MCS controls the whole NBI system's input and output services, and it verifies whether the experimental parameters are reasonable, stores real-time data in shared memory, monitors the status of the experimental equipments in real time and makes it easy to perform self-protection and alarm automatically. The MCS software designed by C++ language runs on the Linux operating system [7] . MCS saves experimental configurations in shared memory, which come from MCC terminal. When MCS receives the synchronous mode and relative time of two megawatt hot cathode bucket ion sources, it judges the mode. If the mode is synchronous mode, MCS gets ACC (Accelerate voltage) start point of main timing system (Acc Start), minor timing system (Acc i Start) and relative time (T sync ) from shared memory. Then MCS calculates ACC start point of minor timing according to T sync . The results can be expressed as follows:
Then MCS calculates the time lapse (∆T ) between Acc Start and Acc i Start, the results can be expressed as follows:
If ∆T is positive, ∆T equals to 0. MCS gets the value of Acc Start according to the following formula:
And all the timings of main timing system add a |∆T |. The trigger time of minor timing system can be calculated by the following formula:
Then MCS sends timing and trigger message to MTS.
Implementation of MTS application software
MTS provides a unified clock for all subsystems of NBI, and realizes digital and analog signals' output of power systems. The MTS software designed by Labview language runs on the Windows operating system [5] . Once MTS runs, it will create a thread to receive configuration, trigger times of main timing system and minor timing system, and Fire command. When MTS receives Fire command from MCS, it will send hardware trigger signal to MTS immediately and send hardware trigger signal to minor timing system at the time of T trig . MTS and minor timing system output digital and analog signals to the power system of two megawatt hot cathode bucket ion sources.
Discussion and conclusions
The design and implementation of two megawatt hot cathode bucket ion sources' synchronous output is described in this paper. Operator sets synchronous mode and relative time through MCC terminal and sends those messages to MCS through network. MCS calculates new timing and hardware trigger times of MTS. And MTS finally realizes synchronous output of two ion sources with hardware triggers. Fig. 4 is a result of two sources' synchronous output and the relative time is −2 s. As shown in Fig. 4 , the start time of NBI − 1L − ACC − V (the beginning time of main neutral beam of beam line 1) is 0 and the start time of NBI − 1R − ACC − V (the beginning time of minor neutral beam of beam line 1) is −2 s. The ordinate displays the value of associated channel. The energy of synchronous output is double that of asynchronous output. Two megawatt hot cathode bucket's synchronous output makes an important contribution to NBI system of 4-8 MW with 10-100 s pulse length. 
